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► Meets the needs of economists who use laboratory methods
► Publishes high quality papers in any area of experimental research in economics and related fields
► Provides a forum for interactive discussions of major issues by inviting papers and comments on broad topics

Experimental Economics, the official journal of the Economic Science Association, serves the growing group of economists around the world who use laboratory methods to study phenomena that are difficult to observe directly in naturally occurring economic contexts. The journal publishes high quality papers in any area of experimental research in economics and in related fields such as accounting, finance, political science, and the psychology of decision-making. Readers will also find state-of-the-art theoretical work and econometric work motivated by experimental data. Lastly, the journal publishes articles with a primary focus on methodology or replication of controversial findings.

Experimental Economics provides a forum for interactive discussions of major issues by inviting papers and comments on broad topics. In addition to full-length research articles, the journal features a section devoted to short papers.
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